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Abstract
We can observe many similarities between classical programming paradigms and model-
driven engineering. A chain of model-to-model transformations often prescribes a par-
ticular work process, while executing such a chain generates a concrete instance of this
process. Modeling the entire development process itself on a meta-model level extends
the possibilities of the model-based approach to guide the developer. Besides refining
tools for model creation, this kind of meta-modeling also facilitates debugging, optimiza-
tion, and prototyping of new compilations. A compiler is such a process system. In this
paper, we share the experiences gathered while we worked on the model-based reference
compiler of the KIELER SCCharts project and ideas towards a unified view on similar
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In our previous publications towards a unified view of modeling and programming [10,15]
we focused on the program/model that should be compiled. Using the model-based
approach, we showed how a model-based compiler can transform a program to the desired
target platform step-by-step while preserving the intermediate results. The approach,
named SLIC for Single-Pass Language-Driven Incremental Compilation, was used to
create the compiler for the synchronous language SCCharts [22].
While working on the model-based compiler, we since recognized that providing mean-
ingful guidance for and resources to the developer does not solely depend on the artifact
that should be compiled, but also on the process which performs the transformations.
Instead of using a compiler that is particularly developed for a specific use case, we built
upon the experiences we gained during the development of the SLIC approach to model
the entire compilation process. Modeling the process provides us with new possibilities
to aid the developer in their pursuit to create complex products, such as (1) arbitrary
annotated intermediate models, and (2) the ability to change the compilation model at
any time. We will demonstrate our generic framework and two technical use cases in
the following sections.
To illustrate the process and to continue the story told previously [10,15], we use the
Kiel Integrated Environment for Layout Eclipse Rich Client (KIELER)1 SCCharts lan-
guage implementation as running example. KIELER is an academic open-source project
that serves as a proof-of-concept platform. However, the approach presented here is not
restricted to the SCCharts compiler, SCCharts, or KIELER as every system of consecu-
tive processes may be modeled and executed in a similar way. For example, our reference
implementation within the KIELER project also includes compilers for languages such as
C, Esterel, and various domain-specific languages as well as non-compilation tasks such
as simulation of compiled artifacts.
Contributions and Outline
We give an exemplary, abstract user story on classical programming and modeling in
Chap. 2 and compare the concepts to our generic process systems. We explain the
abstract system models within the KIELER project in Chap. 3. This demonstration
serves as an example for similar process system modeling and is not restricted to the
work done within KIELER. Then, we present two case studies for generic compilation
models that are used in the SCCharts compilations.
1http://rtsys.informatik.uni-kiel.de/kieler
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1. We will show how to add and inspect the results of additional optimizations to
the existing SCCharts compilation chain interactively in Chap. 4. As example we
include the commonly applied Sparse Conditional Constant Propagation (SCCP) to
the compilation, but other frequently used optimizations such as copy propagation
and smart register allocations are also possible.
2. The second case-study (Chap. 5) illustrates how the interactive compilation ap-
proach can be used to spot and solve compilation problems. As example, we focus
on a common compilation problem of synchronous languages, namely schizophre-
nia. Even in cases where a compilation cannot be fixed, the compiler framework
can help to guide the modeler.
The case-studies also show how to use the framework to gather experimental results.
Subsequent to related work in Chap. 6 we conclude in Chap. 7.
2
2 An Abstract User Story
In this section we take a closer look at three alternative development processes sketched
in Fig. 1. We assume that the developer uses a common Integrated Development En-
vironment (IDE) to work on a particular software project. Usually, the build process
and/or project has to be configured by either the developer themselves or by another
build expert. Typically, the developer works directly on the artifact in question. How-
ever, the work foci differ.
Fig. 1a gives an abstract view on a classical programming development process,
which is fairly straightforward. The developer often has to be a programming expert
and generally also configures the build process. While they usually work on one file at
a time, they must keep an eye on the whole project, which is usually a collection of
files, because it might influence the compilation. When they complete a development
step, they issue a compilation command. An embedded (often external) compiler then
compiles the source files to binary code that can be executed or embedded elsewhere if
the source code is error free. Errors and warnings are fed back to the editor inside the
IDE. They mark the erroneous line and give more or less processed information about
the actual error or warning.
The classical modeling work-flow (Fig. 1b) looks actually quite similar. The modeler
has to configure their project and can explore the project’s files. Instead of editing
a text file, the modeler usually works on a domain-specific, often graphical, model.
The IDE uses an integrated code synthesis, such as the Run-Time Workshop (RTW) in
Matlab/Simulink, to synthesize code. Similar to the classical programming paradigm,
as soon as a development step is finished, the source models are compiled to a classical,
general purpose language, such as C. Afterwards, they are compiled to binary code like
before, with the addition that the user feedback often includes some sort of simulation.
Here it depends on the concrete design choices if the simulation runs inside the RTW or
on the compiled product.
Although the development processes are quite similar, there is a subtle shift in the
focus on the developer. In the first case, the developer has to be a programming expert,
whereas the models in the second case are typically maintained by a domain expert.
However, even in the second case programming experts are sometimes required to aid
the modeler with special requirements or IDE extensions.
Fig. 1c depicts the more interactive approach that we advocate here. With interactive
process systems, operating procedures, such as compilation or simulation, can be created
and modified by the developer. Here, these process systems are simply models just like
the working artifact, but perhaps models of another meta-model. When the modeler





































































(c) Development story with interactive process system instances
Figure 1: Three alternative development processes
system gets instantiated. Afterwards, the issued command can be processed by that
system’s instance. The feedback, including errors, intermediate, and final results, is di-
rectly available as individual model instances of appropriate meta-models. They can be
inspected by the modeler or used as source for further systems. In the figure, we see an
instantiated process system. The artifact is processed sequentially by single processors,
e. g., model-to-model transformations, of the instance. All intermediate steps are ob-
servable. Eventually, the user wants to deploy binary code and one of the intermediate



















Process System Input Process System Framework
Figure 2: Process system’s different model layer and user roles
before. Conceptually, the compiler call is just another process in the system’s sequential
chain.
Note that this approach is agnostic to the question whether the intermediate results
(or, in fact, the original model) are graphical or textual. In the case of graphical syntax,
a key enabler to be able to represent the artifact is the integration of automatic layout
facilities into the modeling tool. In KIELER, we make use of the Eclipse Layout Kernel
(ELK)1 to synthesize all graphical views. We argue that this is also an example of
pragmatic modeling concepts [6, 23], which aim to enhance modeler productivity by
allowing to seamlessly switch between textual and graphical representations tailored to
specific use cases. To quote a practitioner: “In our experience over many years my
colleagues and I concluded that textual modeling is the only practical way, but that a
graphical view of the models is a must-have as well. Your technology closes exactly that
gap.”2
The interactivity of the approach becomes apparent in the ability to observe all inter-
mediate steps, to run system instances as they are needed and to create new or change
existing systems all during run-time. There is no need to go through long re-build and
re-start cycles. As described before, a process system can basically perform any kind of
job. The example depicts a compilation and a simulation system. Here, technically, the
term interactive subsumes the dynamic nature of the approach, meaning that instances
of systems are generated dynamically as they are needed. These instances carry dynamic
properties on their own and live as long as they are needed. This also resembles the
classical class–object hierarchy of the object-orientated paradigm.
Due to the interactivity of the approach, tool developers and modelers can easily
create, explore, and modify different aspects of the whole development process. The
difference is not disparate work-flows, but the diverse work-flow artifacts that are being
worked on. Fig. 2 shows the different layers of models and the two main roles of users. On
the left side, the modeler mainly works on the system’s input, e. g., a particular model in
a specific Domain-specific language (DSL). The model’s meta-model also belongs to the
1https://www.eclipse.org/elk/
2Dr. Andreas Seibel, BSH Hausgeräte GmbH, E-Mail from Oct. 6, 2017.
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system’s input, but is usually outside of the modeler’s scope w.r.t. of making changes
during a particular project. In the example in the figure, the modeler works on an
SCCharts model, whose syntax is defined in the corresponding meta-model. Again,
it is not important here whether the syntax is textual or graphical. This decision can
be made as the case arises depending on the preference of the domain expert. At this,
the form of editor must not be the same as the graphical view of the model. Transient
view and automatic layout technologies [16] may help the modeler to explore the model
without getting distracted by tedious tasks, such as placement and alignment of graphical
elements.
On the framework’s side on the right, there is also the framework’s meta-model for
defining system models. Derived from this, different systems can be created that hold
the necessary instructions. These systems can be instantiated to be applied on a specific
artifact. In the example shown, the created SCCharts model is fed into an compilation
system instance. During compilation, several observable intermediate results are created.
The result of the whole context also serves as input for a simulation instance.
In general, the modeler will be more interested in the actual project’s model and
the systems’ results, whereas the tool developer’s focus will lie on the systems and the
underlying framework, including the relevant meta-models. However, both can utilize all
aspects of the development process to drive their work. For example, the modeler may
also change a particular system to toggle optimizations if necessary. More obviously, the
tool developer can use different model inputs to test and extend the framework. This
could also lead to closer feedback loops between domain experts and tool developers.
6
3 KIELER Compilation
In the KIELER Compiler (KiCo) the smallest compilation unit is called a processor. We
moved away from the generic term transformation to emphasize that a processor does not
have to perform a transformation. Instead processors are categorized into transformer,
optimizer, and analyzer to specify their role. A variety of tasks can be implemented
as processors, such as model-to-model (M2M) transformations, optional optimizations,
and, e. g., object counting, but this should be restricted to this atomic task to facilitate
modularity and reuse.
A list of processors forms a process system. These systems describe a single compi-
lation from a certain source type down to the desired target. When compared to the
object-orientated programming paradigm, process systems can be seen as classes. They
can be instantiated to perform a task for a concrete artifact. In the previous publications
we described two compilation approaches, the netlist-based and the priority-based ap-





Figure 3: The atomic compilation
unit, a processor p, receives a
source and a target environment
when instantiated.
When a system is instantiated, an instance for ev-
ery processor within the system is created. A pro-
cessor instance is then connected to a source envi-
ronment from which it will receive input data and
a target environment to work on and store data for
the next processors. The simplest system possible
is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a single proces-
sor with its corresponding source and target envi-
ronments. Once the system is fully instantiated, a
new compilation context (gen. process context) ex-
ists, which can be used to compile an artifact. While
the context, including all environments and all data, is observable during compilation,
it will remain accessible even after the compilation finished until discarded, so that all
data and results can be inspected as long as desired.
Conceptionally, the developer is free to choose the nature of their environments. In
KIELER we use typed, but arbitrary data storages. Hence, processors may store arbitrary
(ancillary) data in the environments, but have a form of type-safety when accessing it.
The developer does not have to bother with all the instances and environments. The
KiCo framework will do most of the work. In general, when invoking a compilation
programmatically, one only needs two lines of code. First, a context has to be created.
The context needs to know which system model it should use and on which artifact the
compilation should be invoked. Once the context is created, the compilation can be exe-


































Figure 4: Concept of a compilation context with two processors.
asynchronously as soon as the user presses on a particular button. The programmer
could make adjustments to the context before the compile method is executed, but in
this case, it is not necessary.
1 val context = Compile.createCompilationContext(view.activeSystem, model)
2 context.compileAsynchronously
Listing 1: Compilation invocation excerpt from the KIELER project
Usually a compilation system includes more than one processor. Fig. 4 shows how
processors interact with their environments to orchestrate the entire compilation. As
described before, once a context has been created, it needs an input artifact and can be
configured if necessary. The first environment in the context receives the start configu-
ration as can be seen in the figure. After the invocation of the compilation, the first
processor begins its work. It fetches the model from its source environment and be-
gins its computations. That model is the source model from the processor’s perspective.
While working on the model, the processor can do several snapshots of the current state
and store them in its target environment . These intermediate states can be inspected
during or after the compilation. At the end of the processor’s job, the result is saved
. In the example, the shapes in the figure indicate that the result is of the same meta-
model as the source model. However, any type can be used. E. g., as targets are often
other programming-languages, the backends usually give simple text as results. Once
the processor terminates, the next processor starts its job. From its perspective, the
former target environment now becomes the source environment and the processor can






















Figure 5: To save resources several processors can be grouped together. Generally,
everything that happens between two environments is commonly called a transformation.
additional auxiliary data get copied to the new environments if necessary .
To facilitate modularity and to be less consuming w.r.t. resources, processors often
perform pre- or post-processing jobs for transformers without the need of dedicated envi-
ronments as depicted in Fig. 5. Hence, a processor can run with the same environments
as another one . In the example, the job saves a second model with a different meta-
model in the environment . This secondary model may store ancillary data (e. g. loop
information from a loop analyzer), which can be picked up by subsequent processors .
Usually, what is commonly called transformation is everything that happens between the
source and the target environments . The result that is stored in the last environment
represents the result of the whole compilation.
Note that pre- or post-processors also store these data in the target environment of
the main processos as they are not allowed to change the source environment. However,
the developer is not required to handle these inputs differently as the framework will
ensure correct accesses. In fact, technically, KiCo processors internally always only work
on the target environment. The framework automatically creates a copy from the source
environment before a processor is called.
To be even more resource-saving, a compilation can be set to in-place. Compiling
in-place does not create new model instances to work on. The processors all work on
the same models and hence, intermediate results are only observable during compilation
and only one at a time. At the end of the compilation, only the final result remains.
Conceptually, this would also look like the schema in Fig. 5 where only two environments
exist and all processor instances live in between.
SCCharts Compilation
The default version of the netlist-based compilation system that we use in the case-
studies uses 33 processors. List. 2 shows a shortened description for the netlist-based
compilation of SCCharts. Every processor has its own unique identifier. However,
compilation systems are often composed of other systems, which can be referenced. Here,
the downstream compilation builds upon the standard high-level SCCharts compilation
9
1 public system de.cau.cs.kieler.sccharts.netlist





7 post process de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.threadAnalyzer
8 de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.dependency
9 de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.basicBlocks





Listing 2: Model description of the netlist-based SCCharts compilation
(a) SCCharts netlist-based compilation system. In this view, the Extended system is
collapsed and the Core system is expanded.
(b) While modeling, errors, such as type incompatibility, can be highlighted immediately.
Figure 6: Example of an automatically generated graphical (view) of a compilation
system
(line 4–5) and nine further processors identified by their identifiers.
As these descriptions define compilation models interactively, we use concepts such
as transient views [16] to visualize the system graphically and, if necessary, point to
problems such as unknown processors or type incompatibility between processors. Here,
Interactively means that we can inspect, change, and save the model during runtime
to invoke altered compilation runs without the need of long re-configure and re-start
cycles. Fig. 6a shows the automatically generated graphical representation of the netlist-
based compilation system during editing. This view is synchronized with the editor of
the model’s description and instantaneously re-generated upon change. The referenced
10
Figure 7: Complete example of a running KIELER instance during simulation.
high-level SCCharts systems can be expanded and collapsed for readability. Problems
appear in red. The generated views are also used as control panel in the KIELER project
to invoke the compilations and to select intermediate results.
In the example depicted in Fig. 6a, the Surface / Depth processor creates an SCCharts
model which is then transformed to its corresponding Sequentially Constructive Graph
(SCG), a sequentially constructive variant of a control-flow graph, by the SCG processor.
The subsequent Dependency processor expects an SCG as input. If one would swap the
SCG and Dependency processors, the compilation chain becomes type incompatible as
depicted in Fig. 6b.
SCCharts Run-Time Example
Fig. 7 shows a complete example of a running KIELER instance during simulation. In
the SCCharts editor tool, the abstract model is described with an textual syntax . A
graphical view of the model is instantaneously generated by the transient view frame-
work [16] . The user can further influence the visualization of the presented data via
options on the right sidebar . However, these options consist mainly of rather coarse
convenience settings to set the current focus to specific points of interests. – show
11
Region Superstate Trigger Effect State
Normalized
SCCharts
Thread Concurrency Conditional Assignment Delay
SCG
Figure 8: Mapping from SCCharts to a semantically equivalent Sequentially Constructive
Graph (SCG)
examples of different information views. These can be configured (and saved per per-
spective) individually. Together with the transient live visualization , they resemble
the systems and intermediate result regions from the previous figures. The selected
compilation system is depicted in . A view to manipulate the running simulation is
open in . Selected data observers can be inspected in . Note that information of the
running simulation is visible in the model diagram , the simulation view , and the
observers simultaneously. The variable states and current active model elements can
be highlighted directly in the model. The user can input new environment settings in
the simulation view. Here, one can also control single forward and backward steps of
the simulation. Furthermore, the actual and past data of selected variables can also be
visualized in the data observer .
SCCharts To SCG Mapping
To understand the following two examples, we briefly recapitulate the building blocks
of SCCharts. Eventually, all SCCharts get transformed to their normalized form. Here,
they only include combinations of the five kernel patterns listed in Fig. 8, namely regions,
superstates, triggers, effects, and states. In the downstream compilation, a normalized
SCCharts is transformed into its SCG. The figure illustrates that the five kernel pat-
tern directly correspond to the five elementary constructs of an Sequentially Construc-
tive Graph (SCG), namely threads, concurrency, conditionals, assignments, and delays.
Please consider the previous works on SCCharts and the SCCharts compilation for more
details [10, 15,22].
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4 Observing Compiler Optimizations
The process of compiling programs may consist of more than directly producing ma-
chine code. It usually includes various analyses, restructuring and optimizations often
based on different intermediate representations. Using or developing such analyses and
optimizations clearly benefits from the possibility to inspect intermediate results in an
open model-based compiler framework as presented here. Giving access to the results of
each compilation step, in different granularity and detail, improves the understanding
of the processor and its effects, not only for debugging purposes.
Sparse Conditional Constant Propagation (SCCP) [24] is a powerful compiler optimiza-
tion for imperative programs based on the Single Static Assignment (SSA) form [14]. It
efficiently detects and propagates constant variable values in combination with a dead
code elimination, which is more effective than executing these optimizations separately.
SCCP is performed on an intermediate representation in SSA form because SSA provides
a clear and useful structure for variable definitions and usages. The idea of SSA is to
rename each variable such that no two assignments define the value of the same vari-
able. To keep the semantics of the original program, every time the definition scopes of
two renamed variables merge, for example at the end of two conditional branches, an
SSA-function, here a Φ-function, is placed to merge the values of the variables defined
in these branches and create a new definition. This way, each reader to a variable has
only a single reaching definition giving the value of the variable. An SSA intermediate
representation is created based on the algorithm by Cytron et al. [4]. This includes
a dominator tree generation using the basic blocks of the program, the placement of
SSA-functions based on dominance frontiers, and the renaming of variables.
The SSA intermediate representation is important when understanding or debugging
the optimization and its effect on the final result. Hence, most compilers allow to access
such intermediate representations in some way. One of the most common example for
a compiler is the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC)1, which includes an SSA intermediate
representation and SCCP optimization. List. 4 shows an extract of the SSA representation
of the C program in List. 3. It illustrates the basic block separation (lines 7 and 10),
renaming of variables (lines 1, 2, 8, 11 and 12), and placement of a Φ-function (line 11)
in the partially translated code.
1https://gcc.gnu.org/
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1 x = 3
2 if (x > 0) {
3 x = x * 7;
4 }
5 y = x * 2;
1 x_3 = 3;
2 if (x_3 > 0)
3 goto <bb 3>; [0.00%]
4 else
5 goto <bb 4>; [0.00%]
6
7 <bb 3> [0.00%]:
8 x_4 = x_3 * 7;
9
10 <bb 4> [0.00%]:
11 # x_1 = PHI <x_3(2), x_4(3)>
12 y_5 = x_1 * 2;
Listing 3: A small C
program
Listing 4: Code snippet of the SSA intermediate representation in
GCC generated with the -fdump-tree-ssa option.
However, the accessibility and understandability, which should directly benefit a user
or developer, heavily depends on the compiler itself or on additional affiliated tools that
further process these intermediate results. In the use case of SCCharts compilation, the
KIELER project also provides an SSA form and SCCP for the SCG. In contrast to regular
imperative programming languages, SCCharts has a synchronous semantics with explicit
built-in concurrency. This requires a suitable variant of the SSA form. Here, we use
an adapted version of the Concurrent SSA (CSSA) form by Lee et al. [8]. It introduces
additional SSA-functions for concurrency: Π-functions to handle interleaving due to inter-
thread communication and Ψ-functions to merge the variable values when threads join.
It is sufficient as intermediate representation for SCCP but does not handle the semantics
of SCCharts entirely, hence for more semantics specific optimizations the compiler also
contains an SSA form especially tailored for the SCCharts semantics [17,18].
In Fig. 9 and 10 we present some of the intermediate models and additional information
available when compiling an SCChart using KiCo and including the SCCP optimization.
Initially, this requires a compilation system using optimization processor. Such a sys-
tem is built by adding the SCCP processor and SSA processors which first produce and
afterwards clear the SSA intermediate representation. In our example we create a new
system by inserting the configuration shown in List. 5 to the netlist-based compilation
system presented in List. 2 at line 9.
1 post process de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.ssa.scssa
2 post process de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.ssa.optimizer.sccp
3 post process de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.ssa.unssa
Listing 5: Additional configuration for activating the SCCP optimization.
This positioning behind the basic block processor allows the SSA processor to use the
required basic block and dependency information which are now calculated beforehand.
The SCCP optimization is performed before the SCG structure is finally analyzed for
scheduling.
Now this system can be used to compile to our input SCChart in Fig. 9a, which offers
quite some optimization potential and is in some parts similar to the previous C code
example shown in List. 3. The SCChart has an input A, two outputs B and C, and a local
variable D. B is initialized to 3, C and D to zero, and A does not require initialization




output int B = 3, C = 0
int D = 0
start
init done2:
1: A > 0 && D > 0
/ B = A / D
-
init done2: 
1: B > 0
/ B = B * 7
-
end
/ C = B * 2
-
(a) The input SCChart
entry
A > 0 && D > 0
true
g1



















C = B * 2
exit
g7







A > 0 && D > 0
B = A / Dexit
entry
B > 0
B = B * 7exit
join
C = B * 2
exit
(c) Dominator Tree










C1 = B6 * 2
entry
A > 0 && D0 > 0
B1 = A / D0




B3 = Π(B0, B1)
B3 > 0
B4 = B3 * 7
B5 = Φ(B3, B4)
exit
true
(a) SCG in SSA form
entry
exit
B3 = Π(B0, B1)




C1 = B4 * 2






(c) SCG with applied
SCCP
Figure 10: Stepwise SCCP optimization: SSA form and optimized results
has two parallel regions. The first checks if both A and D are greater zero, if true it sets
B to A divided by D otherwise nothing happens, indicated by the transition with priority
2. The lower region checks if B is greater zero and then multiplies B by 7, otherwise it
does nothing. Both regions always terminate when their final done states are reached,
causing the start state to terminate and transitioning to the end state while assigning C
to the double of B. Due to the initialization of D, the first transition of the upper region
is never taken, and the initialization B causes the first transition of the lower region to
be always active, rendering the second transition dead code. Considering this allows to
statically determine the overall behavior of the program, which always outputs 21 for B
and 42 for C.
In the compilation the input to the SSA processor is the SCG representation of the
SCChart with basic blocks, displayed in Fig. 9b. Note that the additional dashed arrows
indicate dependencies between concurrent variable accesses, which are defined by the
SCCharts semantics and cause writers to be scheduled before their readers. The next
step is the transformation into SSA form, which starts with a dominator analysis based
on basic blocks. The internal tree structure resulting from this analysis can be inspected
and is shown in Fig. 9c. The tree structure indicates which basic blocks are always
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SCG (9b) SSA (10a) DCE (10b) SCCP (10c)
Nodes 16 20 8 4
Table 1: Results from the automatic evaluation of the processor’s intermediate results
from Fig. 9 and 10
executed before others and thus dominate them. This structure allows the SSA algorithm
to efficiently place the SSA-functions and then rename the variables to create statically
single assignments for each variable. The example SCG in CSSA form is presented in
Fig. 10a, where Φ-functions handle the variable merge after conditionals, the Π-function
incorporates the concurrent writer, and the Ψ-function joins the two writers to B when
the threads join. Afterwards, the SCCP optimization can start to propagate constants
while eliminating dead code. In this example we want to inspect an intermediate result of
this optimization where only the dead code is eliminated but the constant propagation
is not yet applied. The result is shown in Fig. 10b. As expected, the optimization
detects that both conditionals can statically be evaluated due to the constant values in
the conditions. Their dead branches are then removed. The left-hand thread then no
longer has any effective content and is also removed, including the fork and join nodes
integrating the right-hand thread into the main thread. The Ψ-function and Φ-functions
were removed when the control-flow was remodeled after removing the nodes, and the Π-
function is an ineffective relict which is removed in the upcoming constant propagation.
The final result of the optimization is presented in Fig. 10c. There the constants are
propagated, expressions are statically evaluated, assignments to local variables, with no
readers or with no effect on the output are removed, and the renaming of the SSA form is
reverted. As explained in Chap. 3, all models presented in Fig. 9 and 10 are observable
during and after compilation. Inspecting these intermediate models and their visual
representations helps users and compiler developers to gather detailed knowledge of the
compilation process and its effects on the program. Furthermore, a processor developer
can add additional snapshot positions in the compilation to inspect the intermediate
results in even more detail as presented here. To debug the presented processor(s) one
could inspect for example: each placement of an SSA-function, the renaming of variable
names into SSA form, the propagation of each constant, or the elimination of each dead
block. As this approach blends interactively into the developer’s IDE, processors can also
be used to gather experimental results about the models. A compilation system can also
invoke analyzers after every processor automatically to gather these information during
compilation. The results are stored inside the context. For example, the node results
for the SCGs depicted in Fig. 9 and 10 can be seen in Tab. 1. Here, we can observe that
the SCG of the source program increases in size at first due to the SSA form. However,
afterwards the optimization can reduce its size to 0.25 of the original model size. Of
course, it is also possible to present the information graphically in dedicated views in
the developer’s IDE during run-time.
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5 Curing Compilation Problems
When it comes to synchronous languages, instantaneous loops are a common issue. The
synchronous hypothesis [12] divides times in discrete logical ticks. It states that all
computation is done in zero time and the reaction of the program is present at the same
time as its inputs. Thus, instantaneous loops must be broken to avoid an infinite amount
of operations within a tick. Things get even more complicated when control-flow paths
become potentially instantaneous. This can occur when a (concurrent) program has a
feedback loop and the instantaneous path depends on an input.
An example can be seen in Fig. 11a. The control-flow graph of the program in Fig. 11b
shows the instantaneous path in red. A conservative, netlist-based compiler would reject
such a program, because it would recognize the potential instantaneous path. However,
semantically the program is fine. The pause in the concurrent thread breaks the cycle,
and hence the program will never end up in an instantaneous loop. However, depending
on the position of the control-flow at the beginning of the tick, a statement may be
executed more than once within a tick. This problem is called schizophrenia [21]. In
this example, the conditional A and the assignment B++ can be active twice within the
same tick, if the control-flow starts in the depth. If A is true, the assignment will be
executed and both threads will be exited. The control-flow then loops back to the fork
and restarts both threads. A is still true and both, the conditional and the subsequent
assignment in the true branch, will be executed again. However, this time, the second
thread stops at the pause and the cycle is broken. Eventually, if B was 0 at the start of
the tick, then it will be 2 at the end of it.
As soon as one compiles the PIL program with the interactive compilation chain de-
picted before in List. 2, KiCo will report warnings (yellow) and compilation errors (red).
The excerpt in Fig. 12a shows that the compiler stored differed models of the compila-
tion for inspection. The loop analyzer inside of the dependency analysis has detected
the instantaneous cycle. The analyzer annotates the path inside the SCG and saves the
information in the environment. The result was seen in Fig. 11b. In large models these
cycles can be long, and spotting all relevant information on a single screen can become
difficult. As described in 3 processors can stores arbitrary additional data in their envi-
ronments. To help the modeler, the analyzer stores a second model in the environment
that strips all other nodes and only shows the instantaneous path. The excerpt model
for the example is depicted in Fig. 12b.
Eventually, the scheduler throws an error, because we invoked a netlist-based compila-
tion. In the netlist-based compilation all basic blocks are ordered topologically. However,
if we have a cycle, the ordering is impossible. The modeler can inspect the erroneous
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(a) Model PIL with poten-
tially instantaneous loop
(b) SCG of PIL; the instantaneous path is col-
ored in red
Figure 11: An exmaple for potentially instantaneous loops: PIL
netlist in the first error model the scheduler has stored. An excerpt is shown in Fig. 12c.
It shows a representation of the netlist with annotations that show which basic block
guards could not have been scheduled. This view might be helpful for developers of the
compiler to spot errors, but on the other side it might overload a model with too much
too detailed information. However, the scheduler also stored a second model. It used
the netlist information to propagate the error back to original model, which is also still
present in the environment. In the original model, the processor can annotate the error
in a more user-friendly form. Fig. 12d shows the causal loop as an annotation inside
the original model. The netlist-model mapping can be done heuristically or with more
sophisticated model tracing [15] if supported by the framework.
All these views and annotations are available interactively, which should help the mod-
eler to spot potential errors and to fix them in the original model. Furthermore, in some
cases, a solution can be deployed to the compiler to accept more programs. In this case,
we can also do this interactively, because a processor exists that solves the schizophrenia
problem for the netlist-based compilation approach, the structural depth join processor.
Even if this processor did not exist, one could develop it within the IDE without re-
compiling or re-starting the compiler framework. Here, it is sufficient to edit the compiler
model (List. 2) and to add the identifier of the structural depth join processor to the basic
block transformation (e. g., pre process de.cau.cs.kieler.scg.processors.structuralDepthJoin).
The result can be seen in Fig. 12e. The schizophrenic statements got duplicated (dis-
played in orange) and the potentially instantaneous path is broken. From here, the
compilation can proceed as before.
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(a) SCG downstream compila-
tion with warnings and errors
(b) Excerpt of the SCG
with focus on the poten-
tial problem
(c) Low-level error messages inside the generated
netlist for developers
(d) Original model anno-
tated with potential prob-
lems
(e) SCG including the solution for the potential loop deployed by
the structural depth join processor
Figure 12: Different information layers with annotated models
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6 Related Work
Steffen already showed a close relation between compilation and modeling back in
1997 [19]. He proposed to use consistency models to detect inconsistencies between dif-
ferent model descriptions. This relates to giving a semantics to a programming language
by translation into an intermediate language. Over the years, a number of modeling com-
pilation approaches have been developed such as Cinco [11], a meta-level modeling tool
generator, and Marama [7], which provides metatools for language specification and
tool creation. KiCo’s process categorization into specialized work units is in line with
ETI’s process system [20]. While targeting a slightly different group of experts, such an
even more generic process synthesis approach could also be implemented in KiCo. We
discuss further possible future routes in the conclusion in Chap. 7. In our approach we
provide the modeler with generic, interactive tools to orchestrate compilation processes.
These are divided into atomic steps that aid the modeler to refine the process and to
find errors without the need for long development cycles. The source, intermediate, tar-
get, and additional models are presented in well-readable graphical views using transient
view and automatic layout technologies [16].
When it comes to compilation challenges and approaches for concurrent languages,
Edwards [5] and Potop-Butucaru al. [13] provide good overviews. Many concepts of the
netlist-based compilation of Esterel can be found at the core of the SCCharts compila-
tion. In contrast, we use the presented model-based compilation approach to guide both
the compiler developer and the model as shown in Chap. 4 and Chap. 5.
When it comes to general compilation techniques, numerous well-understood ap-
proaches (e. g. Copy Propagation [1] and Register Allocation [3]) can be applied to
our compiler to improve the results. However, as classical compilers are more or less a
blackbox, working with intermediate results becomes difficult. For example, as depicted
in Chap. 4, the gcc1 possesses settings to toggle different optimizations or to print out
intermediate representation of the basic blocks [2] of a source program. The interplay
between the different modules and the textually representation of data seems to only
target compiler experts and is arguably rarely useful for the common user. Also, when
working on modern paradigms (e. g. deterministic concurrent scheduling in synchronous
languages), even standard techniques sometimes become difficult to apply and reveal
interesting research questions. Our pragmatic model-based approach provides us with




We presented how the compiler framework works that was used to create the reference
implementation for the synchronous language SCCharts. We showed that process sys-
tems, such as compilation or simulation, themselves self are also models and how this
can help both, the domain expert and the tool developer, with the goal to get better
results faster. While both may have different foci during a project’s lifetime, both can
use a similar framework to drive their development and to help each other.
For us, in Model-driven Software Development (MDSD), programming with models
does not only mean to model a program with, e. g., a sophisticated IDE that provides
us with new tools to construct the program. For example, modern programming IDEs
provide features such as syntax highlighting, code completion, reference counting, refac-
toring, etc. Many of these features focus on creating the model and then they are done.
In our approach, the whole process is modeled. The user can inspect and change every
part of it interactively. They can influence the compilation improving the final result
or add new processors that provide new models and views to give better feedback. We
thus argue that MDSD is not solely about modeling a particular artifact. It is also about
the way to get to the final model.
Besides further improvements for the SCCharts compiler and streamlining the MDSD
user experience, we see further future work. For example, the KIELER project includes
several modules that still use dedicated components that perform dedicated model trans-
formations to prepare the models for specific tasks. As illustrated in Chap. 2, we are
currently working on the compilation and simulation systems. However, the KiCo frame-
work could also be used to generalize even more of these processes, e. g., deployment
tasks. This would also facilitate the re-usability of the approach beyond the classical
compilation task. Furthermore, we want to combine our approach with the continuing
trends of mobile location-independent technologies, such as mixed web/desktop applica-
tions using tools such as electron1. We are optimistic that this will further increase the
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